PolarAid - Health at your fingertips
The human body has been mapped out for a long period of time, and the presentation of individual body
parts and systems in certain parts of the skin is known, especially on our palms and soles, and of course
our ear lobe. The skin, which is referred to as our external brain, accurately shows the condition of our
internal body parts, as well as our whole health condition. By stimulating certain zones on human skin it
is possible to act on these same body parts that are problematic, as well as to affect their stabilization
and recovery by inducing energy therein. Most eastern alternative healing techniques work on this
principle as well as the most modern quantum and bioresonance devices, showing some truly amazing
results in diagnosis and treatment. Since me and a number of my colleagues who work on these devices
know their options, we were even more astonishing when we have examined and understood the
possibilities of a very simple device called PolarAid. The invention of Russian scientist Georges
Lakhovskog is basically an antenna that collects and focuses on the natural life energy from our
environment directly into our cells and thus they provide the necessary energy for their normal
operation and regeneration. When we have enough energy in the body, there is no external agent that
can hurt us. Young people have a lot of energy and are therefore less susceptible to disease than the
elderly population. I have recently talked to my colleague in Kranj in Slovenia who works on biresonance
devices and he told me an interesting story. One day an old lady of about 70 came into his office. When
he began to examine her energy status on the bioresonance device, all values were at their maximum, as
it was the case with extremely young and healthy people. He thought that it was something wrong with
the device. However, in his further conversation with her, he learned that she had been using PolarAid
for several months. He heard of this device for the first time, and since then he recommended it from
the bottom of his heart to all his patients. So if we know how much energy is important for the state of
our health, of course, that the logical question will be how to get to it.
Activation of the whole body for a few minutes
As we have been investigating the methods of use of PolarAid, we found out that through these reflex
zones of the skin PolaaAid may act on the internal body parts improving their work. Since we know that
we have a presentation of the whole our body on our feet (see photo), in a very simple way, while sitting
in your chair, you can place your feet on the disc on the floor in front of you, and in ten minutes energy
shall start to flow throughout your body, to all its parts. It will also establish a much better blood and
lymphatic circulation, and cold feet phenomenon, that many people suffer for years, will disappear. Of
course, various swellings on legs will disappear, as well.

Foot reflexology chart
In Slovenia some tests have already been carried out with this device, and a special microscopy
technique (i.e. Dark field microscopy). It has been concluded that treatment with PolarAid prevents
sticking of blood elements, and thus the formation of blood clots and reduces the possibility of heart
attack and stroke. It is very important to maintain a high level of energy, especially during the winter
time, when we are exposed to illness. Another simple way of energizing the whole body is just holding
PolarAid disc between your palms for 5-10 minutes. Most people notice that when they take a disc in this
way, they feel very calm and relaxed, and some of they say that they feel “like they administered some
tranquilizer.” How the reduction and neutralization of stress is important for our health is already well
known. There are many ways of application of this truly amazing device. You can read more about this
topic on the website www.polaraidhealth.com
If we know all these possibilities, then we can certainly say that health is truly at our fingertips.

